
ION GTP Multi-broker Workstation

Get everything you need in one solution

 y Manage execution using a single order blotter  
that provides a complete view of all your orders.

 y Execute trades using advanced order types and 
benchmark algos.

 y Monitor your execution performance using  
advanced analytics.

Use intelligent order execution

 y Execute your orders using an extensive range of 
broker-specific algos.

 y Perform cross-exchange arbitrage and hedging using 
our spread trading tool.

 y Customize your order templates to easily execute even 
your most complex orders.

Execute anywhere at any time

 y Connect to global markets using direct memberships 
or a vast network of certified executing brokers.

 y Access a wide range of exchanges with  
comprehensive functionality, including RFQ and 
option strategy creation.

 y Report your voice brokered trades without the need 
for exchange GUIs.

Manage your orders effectively

 y Partition users, desks, and workflows using a shared 
global order book.

 y Split any size order across multiple execution services 
and brokers.

 y Easily hand over orders between desks while 
maintaining queue position.

Finding the right derivatives trading platform can be a challenge. The need to trade with many 
brokers using a wide range of complex execution strategies often forces trading firms to use multiple 
platforms. That means higher costs, increased risk, and a fragmented view of your business.  

The ION GTP Multi-broker Workstation lets you execute orders across all your brokers using a suite of 
advanced trading tools, backed by a global community of sell-side firms, all in a single solution.

Complete execution management in one solution

Enjoy complete integration

 y Get your oders, trades, and allocations  
using a real-time feed.

 y Use the Excel API to stage orders from  
an internal source.

Take complete control of your business

 y Control which markets and execution features your 
traders have access to.

 y Manage your pre-trade risk independent of the 
executing broker.

A single platform 
solution means lower 
costs, a consolidated 
view of risk and a better 
understanding of your 
overall business.
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Collaboration

Extensive receiving broker network 
within the ION Connectivity Network.
True representation of broker execution 
services, including algos.
Open API framework allowing client-
specific customization.

Innovation

Native order types enhanced with more 
flexible parameters.
Algos designed and performance tested 
with a quantitative and data driven 
approach.
Transfer responsibility of orders without 
loss of queue position.

Automation

Industry leading benchmark algos and 
synthetic spread trader. 
Orders, trades, and allocations flow 
seamlessly downstream.
Fully integrated with order 
management, pre-trade risk checks, and 
order analytics.
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Our cleared derivatives solutions automate your complete trade lifecycle and 
deliver actionable insights, whenever and wherever you need them.

Contact us to learn more markets@iongroup.com markets.iongroup.com

The number 1 
choice  
for sell-side 
institutions 
around the world

Multi-award 
winning  
sell-side system 
of the year for 
a record seven 
consecutive years

1.1billion+ lots 
executed annually

Fully hosted 
infrastructure 
supporting  
$2.2 trillion 
flow value


